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Abstract

Virtual organization refers to the temporary teaming of enterprises. By sharing physical, human and knowledge resources via information

technologies, a virtual organization enables member enterprises to share skills, costs, access to one another’s markets and, at the same time

decrease the risk of investments. To realize this new generation of business model, the ability to form and operate virtual enterprise is

very important. The paper describes our experience gained by implementing a multi-agent system that simulates an artificial marketplace,

for which we have derived several decision-making mechanisms in various stages of a virtual organization. We presented a negotiation

protocol and a bid selection algorithm for agents to form a virtual organization. We adopted the Motivational Quantities framework to

support the agent’s local reasoning process. In order to better understand the organizational problem, we adapted a statistical model that

predicts the expected rewards of individual agents and the performance of the virtual organization. The comparison and analysis of the

results from both the simulation and the model prediction are also presentedin this paper.

Keywords: Virtual Organization, Multi-Agent Systems, Agent Control, Motivational Quantities, Simulation.

1 Introduction

A virtual organization can be defined as ”a cooperation of legally independent enterprises, institutions or individuals, which

provide a service on the basis of a common understanding of business. The cooperating units mainly contribute their corecom-

petences and they act to externals as a single corporation. The corporation refuses an institutionalization e.g., by central offices;

instead, the cooperation is managed by using feasible information and communication technologies.” [4] The virtual organi-

zation is a new organization formed by the contributions of resources from several independent enterprises. Of the participating

enterprises, a member is designated as initiator agent, whois responsible for task allocation and coordination among the members.

A classical example of a virtual organization is the Agile Infrastructure for Manufacturing Systems (AIMS) project founded

by the U.S Government’s Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA). With participating members that include Lockheed, Texas

Instruments, and several universities, the goal of AIMS includes the development of mechanisms in both business and technology

infrastructures, using national information highways, that would allow companies to very rapidly put together partnerships for the

development of complex projects. The set of mechanisms was referred as AIMSNet [12].

This concept of partnership turned out to be what the business world has been looking for. By sharing physical, human and

knowledge resources, a virtual organization enables member enterprises to share skills, costs, and access to one another’s markets,

∗This research is supported by UMass, Dartmouth Research Foundation.
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Table 1: The Virtual Organization Life Cycle

Identification Phase Description of product or service to be delivered by the virtual organization, which guides

the conceptual design of the virtual organization.

Formation Phase Rational selection of the individual organizations (partners), which will compose the virtual

organization, based in its specific knowledge, skills, resources, costs and availability.

Operation Phase Control and monitoring of the partners’ processes, including resolution of conflicts, and

possible virtual organization reconfiguration due to partial failures.

Dissolution Breaking of the virtual organization, distribution of the obtained profits and storage

of relevant information.

at the same time decrease the risk of investments. Through the use of information technologies, the member companies of avirtual

organization can work seamlessly across distances, organizations and business boundaries, which enable members to potentially

address markets to a global scale. Another benefit for a company to join a virtual organization is the potential of leveraging unused

assets. In this case, a company could utilize of otherwise unused resources without interference with its core business.

Generally, the life cycle of a virtual organization can be decomposed in four phases [4], described in Table 1. In order to

automate the formation and operation processes, an electronic market infrastructure is needed. Such an infrastructure can be seen

as the virtual marketplace where business participants that are geographically distributed can meet each other and cooperate in

order to achieve a common business goal. Within this virtualmarketplace, individual organizations are the participants and the

common business goal is to form a virtual organization that can satisfy a specific business need. To automate the formation and

operation process of virtual organizations, agent seems tobe an appropriate metaphor and a methodology for system development .

A multi-agent system consists of a set of agents that are autonomous or semi-autonomous, which can perform tasks in complex and

dynamical environments. There are many similar aspects between multi-agent systems and human organizations: they allconsist

of intelligent individuals; there are different relationships among these individuals; each individual has only limited knowledge and

is resource-bounded; the individuals interact with each other, they coordinate, negotiate, share knowledge, transfer information,

and form all kinds of organizations and groups. The traditional development methodologies, such as object-oriented programming,

are insufficient in capturing the essences of agents in termsof autonomy and pro-active nature. The recent studies of agent-

based engineering have enhanced the development methodology for multi-agent system, and made it easier to implement virtual

organizations. Therefore, it is natural to view virtual organizations as multi-agent systems. The virtual building company described

in this paper is a multi-agent system where each individual agent exhibits capabilities to be autonomous, has the ability to interact

with other agents in virtual market and make rational decisions in changing environments.

The objectives of this research include: to implement a multi-agent system that supports the simulation of artificial marketplaces,

to derive mechanisms for decision-making in various stagesof a virtual organization (i.e. as described in Table 1), andto perform

experiments to evaluate and verify those mechanisms in order to better understand the organizational problems. Our work is mainly

focused on the decision-making process of the member agents(each organization is represented by a software agent) during the

various stages of a virtual organization, such as the partner selection process during the formation phase and the task selection

process of individual agent during the operation of a virtual organization. We use Motivational Quantities (MQ) framework to

support the agent’s local decision-making process. Additionally, we adapt a statistical model to predict the task conflicts and

expected reward for each agent during the lifetime of a virtual organization.

The remaining of paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2, we first introduce a virtual building organization
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scenario that is used as an example through this paper . We then describe the detailed process in the various phases of the VO’s

life-cycle in Section 3: a negotiation protocol for the formation phase, a recursive best-first search algorithm (RBFS)for the

partner selection process, the agent’s utility mapping function based on theMQ framework, the organization’s penalty policy for

lack of commitment. We will also present an analytical modelto predict the behavior of the agents and the organization inSection

4. Then we will describe our experimental work and results inSection 5. Related work will in discussed in Section 6. Finally we

will present our conclusions and the directions for future work in Section 7.

2 Scenario: Virtual Building Organization

One of our main objectives is to implement a multi-agent system that supports the simulation of an artificial marketplace; in

that aspect we have developed a scenario as the base of our model. A real estate developer, named Concrete Developer, has

recently won the right to develop a large suburban area for residential use. Concrete Developer has always relied on a single

outside contractor, who in turn enlists a group of sub-contractors, to construct the residential buildings. However, after a careful

analysis, it decided that it would be much more profitable andeffective to form a virtual organization. The developer partitions

the building process into 5 partial processes, namely framing, foundation, electrical work, plumbing, and finishing, assuming

they must be completed in sequence. The developer makes the initial proposal of forming a Virtual Building Company to the

sub-contractors in its marketplace. The individual enterprises can then bid for these partial processes. After the developer has

received substantial bids from the individual contractors, it then selects a group of bids that meets its highest expectation based on

multiple criteria, such as competence, availability, etc.Once the virtual organization is formed, it goes into the operational phase.

During the operational phase, a buyer may request for a houseat any given time (the negotiation process between the buyerand

the developer is omitted here for simplicity). After receiving a buyer request, the developer notifies individual participants of the

virtual organization, who may or may not commit to a subtask based on their own decision-making mechanisms. The developer

accepts a buyer’s request only when it has all the commitments necessary to complete the whole construction task. Only when

all the subtasks are completed, the developer can collect money from the buyer. An agent may receive service request fromthe

developer agent, it may also receive service request directly from the buyers or another virtual organization that the agent also

belongs to.

There are three type of agents in our model, the initiator agent (the developer), individual ”worker” agent (an agent that is

capable of partial process), and the buyer agent. The initiator agent is the one who takes the initiative in the formationof a virtual

organization and is responsible for task allocation and management during the operation. An individual agent is a self-sustained

entity, it may receive service request directly from the buyer and is free to join any virtual organization. The buyer agent is the

simplest one; its sole purpose is to send service request to any virtual organization or any individual agent. Each of thethree

types of agents can be instantiated into any number of distinct agents by specifying its characteristics such as name, competencies,

availability and etc.

We have successfully implemented the system that models thevirtual building company. It is implemented using Java Agent

Framework [8] and runs under the MASS simulator [9]. While this system models the work-flows of a construction company,

the same procedures could be used for any virtual organization. When implementing the system, we have ignored the business

rules that are associated with the specific industry, but mainly focused on areas where agents need to make rational decisions.

Discussion of such decision-making processes is summarized in the following sections.
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3 The Formation and Operation Process

In this section, we describe the details in the VO’s formation and operation process, including how to form a VO and how

individual agents make decisions, and how those decisions affect the VO.

3.1 Negotiation Protocol

When the initiator is planning to make the initial proposal, it needs a set of evaluating criteria to select the most favorable group

of members (each member has a set of attributes, such as the cost and the quality of task performance, and its availability, etc.).

It realizes that the competence of the resulting virtual organization is related to the constraints attached with each member’s

attributes. For example, if an agent can perform onlyn unit of a partial processes, then the maximum achievable VO output

couldn’t exceedn units. Therefore, the initiator must determine the set of evaluation criteria and impose a preference order on

the attribute values. On the other hand, individual agents are faced with the decision of whether or not to join a particular virtual

organization. Joining a virtual organization is beneficialbut it is not always cost free; for instance, in a practical situation, a member

agent may be required to adopt standard business process andinformation technologies in order to facilitate communication and

transaction process in these virtual organizations. Therefore, it must carry out a cost-benefit analysis, based on the information

provided by the initiator agent and the degree of belief it has in the initiator agent, before joining a virtual organization.

A negotiation protocol is needed for both the initiator and the individual agents in support of their decision-making during

the formation phase. In our model, the proposal sent by the initiator agent includes the following information: the typeof task

(building construction) needed for the organization, the estimated work load for each type of subtask (partial processes), and the

estimated profit of the organization. The bid from the potential participant includes the following information: the type of partial

process the agent is capable of, the number of units it will contribute to the organization (capability), and the profit sharing rate

(how much it requests from the virtual organization’s profit). In our simple model, this protocol is sufficient for individual agent

to decide whether or not to join a virtual organization and for an initiator to evaluate a bid.

3.2 Partner Selection Process

Before the proposal can be made, the initiator needs to decompose the whole product/service process into several partial processes.

Usually this can be done by human being assisted by a suitablemodeling techniques, here we assume that it has already been

done. Once the initiator agent has identified the partial processes, the partial processes will be distributed to the agents so that

each agent can make its own contribution depending on its specialty, hence an allocation process is needed. In this marketplace,

the individual agents complement each another in their service offer, i.e., different enterprises cover different partial processes,

which resembles a horizontal allocation of a real world business practice. To find the members, we could first search for anagent

that will deliver a partial process, then continue looking for other agents that are able to deliver those complementaryservices, and

so on. The search is finished when the organization is self-contained and does not require any more services from other service

provider in the marketplace.

However, the objective of the selection process is not only just to select a group of members that would form a self-contained

virtual organization, but also to form a virtual organization that would maximize the profit. There are two different approaches

in terms of maximizing the profit given the set of partial processes, and the estimated work loadL. The initiator may try to

maximize the profit of the virtual organization. Given the profit is proportionate to the work load, so a maximized work load

L will generate maximized profitR ∗ L. In this case, the initiator will prefer agents with higher capabilities. However, being a

self-interested agent, the initiator could be more interested in maximizing its own profit. The initiator’s profit depends on the profit
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Figure 1: Partner Selections (Note that this graph does not show all the combinations. In fact, each bid in a bin can be linked to

any bid in the next bin. Solid lines represent the final selection and dash lines show other possibilities.)

of the organization and the profit to be handed out to other agents in this organization. Assume that a bidBi contains the following

information: type of taskTbi, number of commitments promisedLbi, profit sharing rateSbi, then the profit for the initiator would

be:R · L′ · (1− Sum(Sbi)) whereL′ is the practical work load (L′ = min(Lbi), andL′ <= L).

We adopt the second approach in partner selection process for our virtual building company. The core of this procedure is

a recursive best-first search algorithm (RBFS) with some heuristics. It works in the following way. First, it groups the bids

into different bins according to which task they are biddingon (Figure 1). Then it selects one bid from the first bin which will

maximize the initiator’s profit, but it also remembers the second best choice. It goes to the next bin and finds the best bid that can

be combined with the choice from the previous bin: if the initiator’s expected profit from this set of combined bids is no less than

the second best choice of the previous bin, it continues to the next bin; otherwise, it will unwind to the previous bin and choose

the second best and proceeds from there. It continues this process until an optimal solution is found.

In our model, the selection criteria includes only the agent’s capability (number of commitments promised) and the profit

sharing rate it asks. It is obvious that these two criteria are inadequate in real world application. In a more realistic application, we

shall also consider other attributes of a bidder, such as thequality of its contribution and the time required to complete a partial

process. Each additional variable will inevitably increase the complexity of the selection process, thus, this process could easily

become intractable. One way to get around this is to use a set of screening filters to eliminate undesired bids from the selection

pool before a search algorithm is applied to find an acceptable solution.

3.3 Penalties for Lack-of-commitment

An additional problem in virtual enterprise is that the agents participate in the marketplace are self-interested, trying to maximize

their local utilities. This implies that, whenever it is beneficial, agents may lie during the selection process in orderto be more

attractive to the initiator agent. Therefore, an enterprise may need an incentive to encourage the agents to maximize the profit of

the enterprise. During the bidding process, an agent is required to specify the number of the partial processes it is capable/willing

to perform to a virtual organization. However, during operation phase the agent may, in self-interested fashion, favorother

opportunities and leave the commitment to the virtual organization unfulfilled. Unless there is an mutual trust established among

the member companies, especially between the initiator agent and the individual agents, a penalty for less commitmentsthan

what it has promised is the most straightforward incentive and is also easy to be implemented. Depending on how the penalty is

calculated, there are different penalty policies. A linearpenalty policy has a fixed penalty rate for each unfulfilled commitment. A

progress-based penalty policy has a decreasing penalty rate as more commitments have been fulfilled. It charges a heavy penalty

if the agent can not fulfill a minimum percentage of its promise, and it charges a much less penalty if the agent has fulfilleda

certain percentage of obligation. For instance, a progress-based penalty policy can be stated as the following: if the agent can not
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Figure 2: Complex Agent Organization Relationships

fulfill 30% of its promised commitments, there is 100 units penalty for each unfulfilled commitment; if the agent has fulfilled 90%

of its promise, there is only 10 units penalty for each unfulfilled commitment.

To react relationally toward the penalty of lack-of-commitment, the agent needs to incorporate the penalty policy intoits local

decision-making process. In our model, this is implementedby introducing a control parameter in the utility mapping function

(See Section 3.5 for more detail) associated with the organization task. By adjusting this parameter, different penalty policies can

be reflected in the agent’s decision-making process, so the agent can balance the profit and penalty when making selectionon

different types of tasks.

3.4 Motivational Quantities

For an organizationally situated agent, it must interact with agents within and out of its organization; therefore, it is essential that

agents must model their organizational relationships and reason about the value of utility of interacting and coordinating with

particular agents over particular actions [12]. In a more complicated situation, an organizational agent may belong tomultiple

virtual organizations with different, or even conflicting,goals and objectives, and the cooperation attitude betweena local agent

and others may range from fully self-interested to full cooperative. To further complicate the matters, real agents arehindered by

bounded rationality, limited resources, and imperfect knowledge of the environment. The interactions among the agents may result

in a complex relationship diagram similar to Figure 2. The dash line represents virtual organizational relationship established

among agents who have long-term business relationship. Whenexamining a scenario like this, there is the need to model the

different motivational factors that influence agent decision-making, such ability is a requisite for the agents to act rationally given

their organizational context.

In a complex organizational context, an agent may receive service request from different agents in order to make progress

toward different goals. If the agent cannot perform all the tasks, it has to select a subset of the tasks to perform and determine

an appropriate sequence to perform them. This problem facedby an agent can be categorized as a real-time action-selection-
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sequencing problem where an agent hasn candidate tasks and alternative ways to perform the tasks. Tasks have deadlines and

other constraints as well as different performance properties, e.g., consuming different resources or producing results of varying

quality. The appropriate decision on how to perform them depends on the agent’s context, which includes its relationships with

other agents, shared organizational goals and individual goals, commitments made to other agent, and resource limitations. It is

in this context that [15, 16] suggests to quantify motivational factors using Motivational Quantities (MQ) Framework.

TheMQ framework is an agent control framework that provides the agent with the ability to reason about which tasks should

be performed, when and how to perform them. The reasoning is based on the agent’s organizational concerns. The basic assump-

tion is that the agent has multiple goals related to the multiple roles it plays in the agent society. The progress toward one goal

cannot substitute for the progress toward another goal. Motivational Quantities (MQs) are used to represent the progress toward

organizational goals quantitatively.MQs are consumed and produced by performingMQ tasks. Each agent has a set ofMQs

which it is interested in and wants to accumulate. EachMQi in this set represents the progress toward one of the agent’sorgani-

zational goals. EachMQi is associated with a preference function (utility curve),Ufi
, which describes the agent’s preference for

a particular quantity of theMQi. TheMQ framework thus provides an approach to compare the agent’s different motivational

factors through a multi-attribute function. Not all agentshave the sameMQ set. Different agents may have different preferences

for the sameMQ.

The agent’s overall goal is to select tasks to perform in order to maximize its local utility through collecting different MQs. MQ

tasks are abstractions of the primitive actions that an agent may perform. The agent compares and selects tasks that are associated

with different organizational goals. EachMQ taskTi has the following characteristics: earliest start time (est), deadline (dli),

and process time needed to accomplish the task (di).

The MQ scheduler schedules current potentialMQ tasks, and produces a schedule for a set ofMQ tasks, specifying their

start times and finish times. The scheduler takes the following factors into consideration: theMQ consumed and produced

by performing taskTi, durationdi, the earliest start timeesti and the deadlinedli of eachMQ task, and the agent’s current

accumulation ofMQs. Notice thatMQ is always being evaluated in the context of agent’s currentMQ accumulation state. For

example, Figure 3 shows a single utility curve for a singleMQi. The first one unitMQi brings the agentQ1 units of utility Ui .

After the agent has collected 2 units ofMQi, the additional one unit ofMQi brings the agent additionalQ3 −Q2 units of utility

Ui. Q3 −Q2 is not necessarily equal toQ1, they are all calculated based on the utility curve associated withMQi.

The MQ framework provides the comparison of tasks that need to be performed for different reasons: for different organi-

zational goals, for other agents to gain some financial benefit or favors in return, for cooperation with other agents, etc. It also

supports different utility functions that relate the execution of tasks to the importance of organizational goals. In summary, the

motivational qualities framework provides an agent with the capability to reason about different goals in an open, dynamic and
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large-scale multi-agent system.

3.5 Utility Mapping Function of MQ

In a virtual organization, each member agent receives service requests not only from this organization (referred asorganization

task), but also from other organizations (if the agent belongs tomultiple organizations) or directly from customers (outside task).

When there is conflict between different tasks, the agent needs to decide which task to commit. TheMQ framework provides such

a mechanism for keeping the different motivational concerns separate, because they represent progress that are not interchangeable.

For example, the completion of taska is a progress toward objective A, but does not necessarily present a progress toward objective

B. MQ enables agents to compare different types of tasks, the costs and the benefits of a particular courses of actions.

Based onMQ framework, we assume that each different type of task produces a different type of MQ. For instance, tasks from

organization A produceMQorganizationA, tasks from organization B produceMQorganizationB , and tasks from direct customers

produceMQdirect. There is a utility mapping function associated with each type of MQ, and it reflects how the agent evaluates

this task in terms of the contribution to its local goals and objectives. To focus on the study of virtual organization, weassume that

the outside tasks only produce monetary value, the mapping function forMQdirect is expressed asf(x) = y, which maps each

unit of monetary value into one unit of local utility.

It is more complicate to evaluate an organization task, the agent needs to consider a number of issues: how important the

organization’s achievement is to this agent, how many commitments it has made for this organization, what the penalty policy is,

etc. Here we propose a mapping function that takes into the consideration of the number of commitments the agent has promised

to a virtual organization, the maximum expected reward from/of a virtual organization and the penalty policy of the organization.

The utility gain from performing an organization task can not simply be measured by monetary value, since the agent not only gets

money in return, but also gets benefits from having a good relationship with the initiator agent. The mapping function is expressed

asf(x) = a · 1
b
·(1−((1−b)

1

c )x), wherea is the expected utility from/of the virtual organization depending on how important the

agent feels about the organization’s achievement. For example, if the expected utility of the organization is 1000, andthe profit

sharing rate for this agent is 20%.a can be set as 1000, which means the agent views the organization’s achievement as its own;

a can be set as 200 (1000*20%) if the agent only cares about its own gain; anda also can be set as any other number between

200 and 1000, depending on how much emphasis the agent has on the organization’s achievement.c represents the number of

commitments the agent has made towards this organization.b is a control parameter and0 < b < 1, which works withc together

to reflect the penalty policy (See details in the following example). The function is a derivation of a general functiona ∗ (1+ b−x)
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which produces an upward decreasing curve. By adding a thirdvariablec to the formula, the agent would have more control

on how to fulfill its promise to the organization. The intention is the agent would try to fulfill its promise to the organization;

afterward the utility gain from performing organization tasks would slow down. The mapping functions are illustrated in Figure

4. In the first case, we have a=90, b=0.9 and c=10. As we can see from the graph, it has an upward decreasing curve; the agent has

the tendency of preferring organization task rather than the outside task, which can be visualized as having a linear curve. This

is especially true in the beginning, and eventually the utility gain became flat as the first few commitments have been fulfilled.

This actually reflects the progress-based penalty policy, where the penalty rate decreases significantly after the agent has fulfilled

a certain percentage of obligation. Depending on the organization’s penalty policy, one can modify the value of parameter b in

order to adjust the agent’s attitude toward the organization task. For example, if the organization has a linear penaltypolicy, the

first mapping function may not be a good idea since it only favors the first few commitments. By changing theb value from 0.9

to 0.5 (represented by an near linear curve, assuming to be steeper than linear curve of the outside task), the agent wouldhave the

preference on the organization task before all commitmentshas been fulfilled.

4 Analysis Based on a Statistical Model

In order to analyze the agent’s behavior and understand how it affects the organization, we adapted a statistical model that was

originally presented in [13]. We modified this model so it canbe used in our VO scenario.

4.1 The original model

The expected reward for an organizationally situated agentis straight forward if the agent is expecting one type of taskwithout

scheduling conflicts. However, this is rarely the case, since an agent may coordinate with multiple agents and/or belongto multiple

organizations. Consequently, an agent may receive multiple service requests at any given time. Being self-interestedby nature, an

agent must make decision on which tasks to perform and in whatorder to perform them. [13] proposed a generic statistical model

that anticipates the probabilities of conflict between any two types of tasks for a local agent and the expected reward forthe agent1.

This generic model assumes a simple agent organization, which consists of three agents,A1, which is the initiator agent, has task

T1 coming in, of which there are two subtaskssub2 andsub3 that need to be sub-contracted toA2 andA3 respectively. At the

same time,Ti arrives atAi with a probability of 1
ri

at each time unit. For each task there is a number of parameters associated with

it, as shown in Figure 5 (which also illustrates their relationships). For taskTi, ei, duri andsli are uniformly distributed within

the ranges(ae
i , b

e
i ] ,

(

ad
i , b

d
i

]

, (as
i , b

s
i ] ; and for task sub2 and sub3,ei, duri andsli are uniformly distributed within the ranges of

(ae
1i, b

e
1i] ,

(

ad
1i, b

d
1i

]

, (as
1i, b

s
1i] .

e dur(duration) sl(slack time)

arrive time earliest start time
(est)

earliest finish time
(dl)
deadline

Figure 5: The relationship of the different parameters of a task (Source: [13])

An agent needs to choose which task to execute when and only when there is a conflict between tasks. A task of type i is in

conflict with a task of type j (whether it comes before task i orafter) if and only if the following two inequalities are bothtrue:

dli− estj <= duri + durj,

dlj − esti <= duri + durj

1The material presented in this section is quoted from [13], the purpose is togive readers a brief overview of this model in order to understand

our following work. Each equation can be solved using the basic statistical parameters. Details are omitted here and can be found in [13].
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By rewriting the two inequalities in term of est, dur and sl, we get:sli − durj ≤ estj − esti ≤ duri − slj

To calculate the expected reward for an agent at any given time, we need first calculate the probability that an arriving task type i

is in conflict with a task of type j.

Pcij = P (sli− durj <= estj − esti <= duri− slj)

Given the probability of conflict, we can calculate the expected reward for each agent. ForA2 andA3, there may be two types

of tasks coming in at any moment: the direct taskTi (can be viewed as outside task) and the subcontract tasksubi (can be viewed

as organization task) with a probability of1/ri respectively, wherei = 2, 3. Let us look at them one by one.

When a direct taskTi for Ai arrives, it accumulates reward only under one of the following circumstances:

1. There is a conflict betweenTi and a subcontract tasksubi and there is not conflict with other direct tasks. In addition, the direct

task reward is greater than the utility of the subcontract task that it is in conflict with, i.e.,Ri > Rni. The expected reward

gained by executing the new task in this case is:

ER
(1)
i = Pc1i,i · (1− Pcii) · E(Ri|Ri > Rni) (1)

2. The only conflict caused by this task is with another directtaskT ′

i . In addition, the new reward is higher than that ofT ′

i . The

expected reward gained by executing this task under this condition is:

ER
(2)
i = (1− Pc1i,i) · Pcii · [E(Ri|Ri > R′

i) +
1

2
E(Ri|Ri = R′

i)] (2)

3. There are conflicts with both another direct task and a subcontract task. In addition, the reward gained by the new direct task is

the highest.

ER
(3)
i = Pc1i,i · Pcii · [E(Ri|Ri > Rni&Ri > R′

i) +
1

2
E(Ri|Ri > Rni&Ri = R′

i)] (3)

4. There is no conflict caused by the new task.

ER
(4)
i = (1− Pc1i,i)(1− Pcii) ·

ari + bri

2
(4)

Similarly, when a subtasksubi arrives atAi, Ai will choose to commit to it under certain conditions, but it can accumulate this

reward only when the other agent decides to commit to the other subtask as well. Therefore the expected reward will be:

ER
(5)
i = Pcommit2 · Pcommit3 ·R1i (5)

wherePcommiti is the probability of agentAi commits to the subtasksubi (i = 2, 3).

Now we have the expected reward thatA2 or A3 collects at each time unit:

ERi =
1

ri

(ER
(1)
i + ER

(2)
i + ER

(3)
i + ER

(4)
i ) +

1

r1
ER

(5)
i (6)

Although this model does not explicitly express the expected reward for virtual organization, we could derive the reward by

first calculating the probability P of commitment from all agents, then the expected reward for the virtual organizationERv at any

given moment would be:ERv = 1
r1

· P ·Rni .
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Algorithm 4.1 function createLookupTable (organizationTask, outsideTask) returns a lookup table

table← MAKE-TABLE(empty)

arrival number← expected number of organization tasks

current accepted← 0

conflict with outsidetask← CONFLICT(organizationTask,outsideTask)

conflict with itself← CONFLICT(organizationTask, organizationTask)

loop for i from 1 to arrivalnumber do

reward← UTILITY GAIN(organizationTask,currentaccepted)

probability accept← (1 - conflictwith itself) · (1 - conflictwith outside)

+ 0.5 · (1 - conflict with outsideTask) · conflict with itself

+ 0.5 · conflict with outsideTask· conflict with itself · Preward greater than outsideTask

+ conflict with outside· (1 - conflict with itself) · Preward greater than outsideTask

table ←MAKE ROW(i,currentaccepted,probabilityaccept,reward)

i ← i + 1

current accepted← current accepted+ probability accept

return table

Figure 6: Lookup Table Algorithms

4.2 The modification: introduce a look-up table algorithm to handle thedynamic mapping ofMQ

In order to model the Virtual Building Company, we need modify the statistical framework described above to reflect the difference

between our virtual organization and the generic multi-agent system described in the original model. In the original model, it

is assumed that the reward of a task is uniformly distributedwithin the range(ar
i , b

r
i ]. In our framework, it is only true for

outside tasks. For organization task, the agent measures its reward using a utility mapping function based on theMQ produced

by performing this task. BecauseMQ is always being evaluated in the context of agent’s currentMQ accumulation state,

so the reward of an organization task also depends on the agent’s current contribution toward the virtual organization.The first

organization task with 1 unitMQorganization and the second organization task with 1 unitMQorganization may produce different

amount of local utility for the agent, depending on how muchMQorganization the agent has collected.

To solve this problem, we create a lookup table, which calculates the expected reward for an organization task at a given time.

This calculation is based on the estimation of the agent’s current MQ accumulation state, which is based on the estimation of

how many organization tasks have been accepted previously.To estimate how many organization tasks have been accepted,we

need calculate the probability of conflict and compare the rewards of different tasks. This algorithm would create a table similar

to Table 2. Once we have this lookup table, we can have a functionR(t), which calculates the expected reward for that given time

when provided with the current time unitt. As in the original model, the assumption is that we have prior knowledge of all agents,

including the frequency of the arriving organization task and the duration of the virtual organization. To find the expected reward

at a given time, we calculate the estimated arrival number using arrival number= (duration+1)/rj+1 , and use the reference

lookup table to find the estimated accumulation ofMQs (currentaccepted) and the corresponding utility gain (expected reward

at time t). The overall expected reward for the agent during the operation of a virtual organization can be calculated using formula

6, by replacingRni the functionR(t).

Based on the new formula derived we have implemented the statistical model as a stand-alone application, thus the comparisons
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between the simulation runs and the model predictions can bemade.

5 Experiments

The experiments were designed to verify the correctness of aset of mechanisms we developed with a goal of unveil any relevant

information base on the data we gather from both the simulation and the statistical prediction. Furthermore, we would like to

study the agent’s behavior under different control settings. By alternating the parameters of different types of tasksfor an agent,

we would like to see the effect of the mapping function on agent’s promise to the organization, the agent’s local utility,and the

organization’s utility.

5.1 Verification of Agent Model

The first set of experiments is to verify the statistical model through the simulation results. In an artificial marketplace, indi-

vidual agents exist in the virtual environment and the market demands are generated by the buyers. By controlling the param-

eters/characteristics of agents and the frequency of market demands, we can perform analysis on the outcome of the artificial

marketplace. The statistical model takes parameters(freq,
(

ad
i , b

d
i

]

, (as
i , b

s
i ] , (a

r
i , b

r
i ])for each task type, which are corresponding

to its frequency, the range of deadline, the range of the slack time, and the range of reward by performing such a task. These pa-

rameters enable each agent to calculate the probabilities of conflict between any two tasks and the expected reward. By changing

the corresponding parameters for each agent in Virtual Building Company, we are expecting to have the matching results,or at

least statistically close to the model prediction.

The experiment setting consists of five agents in a virtual organization with a running time of 3000 clock cycles. Each agent uses

the following parameters:(40, (25, 30] , (0, 10] , (750, 1500]) for an outside task, and(35, (20, 30] , (0, 10] , a· 1
b
·(1−((1−b)

1

c )x))

for an organization task, where the reward/utility of an organization task is calculated using the utility mapping function, with a

= 30000, b = 0.9, and c = 20. The mapping function is used to calculate the utility of an organization task, so it can be compared

to the utility of an outside task, which is direct mapping from the monetary value. Given this set of parameters, we are expecting

to have, on average, 75 occurrences of outside task and 85 occurrences of organization task. In order to calculate the conflicts in

the agent model, we keep a stack of all the arriving tasks during the VO operation, regardless whether a task is being executed or

not. At the end of the system run, we count the number of conflicts for a particular task type and divide it by the total numberof

occurrences.

The probability of conflict from both the statistical model and the agent model are summarized in Table 2. A simi-

lar experiment was conducted with a different set of parameters: (80, (20, 30] , (0, 10] , (750, 1500]) for an outside task, and

(25, (20, 30] , (0, 10] , 1000, a · 1
b
· (1− ((1− b)

1

c )x)) for an organization task, where a = 30000, b = 0.5, and c = 20; with expected

38 outside tasks and 120 organization tasks. The results arealso summarized in Table 2. We found that the probability of conflict

in simulation is well predicted by the statistical model, though the prediction is a little bit higher than the simulation result. This

may be explained by the fact that the simulator uses a scheduler that schedules all tasks fall into a fixed time window, hence the

conflict between tasks that belong to different scheduling windows are not caught by the simulator.

5.2 Effects ofMQ Mapping Function

Our second set of experiment was to investigate the effect ofthe mapping function on an agent’s promise to the organization, its

local utility, and also the overall virtual organization’sperformance. We usedU(x) = a · 1
b
(1 − ((1 − b)

1

c )x) as the mapping

function to evaluate the organization task. As described earlier, this utility function has an upward decreasing curvewith the
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Table 2: Comparison of Conflict Probability (P(Out, Out) refers the conflict probability between outside tasks, P(Out, Org) refers

the conflict probability between an outside task and an organization task. Similar explanations are for P(Org, Out) and P(Org,

Org).

Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Prediction Actual Prediction Actual

P(Out, Out) 0.26 0.21 0.57 0.6

P(Out, Org) 0.81 0.72 0.62 0.46

P(Org, Out) 0.82 0.74 0.68 0.44

P(Org, Org) 0.25 0.18 0.54 0.45

ability to change shape as desired. Such a mapping function is useful especially in modeling the lack-of-commitment penalty and

the intangible gains from the organization task. Within thecontext of our agent model, the function is useful only when theMQ

scheduler is called during the operation phrase, in order toselect tasks from two or more conflicting tasks.

There were several problems we encountered during this experiment. It turned out that our first experimental setup produced

tasks that potentially required the use ofMQ scheduler (often an outside and an organization task at the same time); however,

there was a high probability that the arriving tasks are in conflict with previously committed tasks. As a result, one of the arriving

tasks (or both) was rejected automatically. Therefore, theMQ scheduler was never called and so the mapping function did not

come into play. Another problem arises, when theMQ scheduler selects an organization task to commit, the task is eventually

canceled due to other agent’s failure of commitment to otherrelated partial process. Consequently, the agent loses an opportunity

to commit to an outside task instead.

With these experiences, our next experimental setup produces the situation where there is only one agent receives two types

of tasks while others are completely dedicated to the virtual organization. Even though there are five members in the virtual

organization, we are only interested in the one with the multiple types of tasks. In order to reduce the noises introducedby the

randomness of the occurrences of tasks, we control the frequency of tasks so that they occur regularly with a fixed time interval

between two sequencing tasks. For example, a task with a frequency of 40 means there is a new arrival in every 40 clock cycles.

This setup would allow us to concentrate on the effect of mapping function on the particular agent’s behavior.

For this set of experiments, each run lasts 800 clock cycles.We used the following parameters:(40, (20, 30] , (0, 10] , a · 1
b
·

(1 − ((1 − b)
1

c )x)) for the organization task, assuming the agent has promised 20 commitments to the virtual organization and

each organization task has a fixed reward of 1000. The value ofa is calculated by the sum of expected reward plus the possible

penalty for doing no organization task (i.e. when there is a linear penalty of 500 for each organization task,a is equal to 300000,

with the expected reward 1000 * 20 = 20000 and a penalty of 500 *20 = 10000). We varied the frequency and the reward

of the outside task in order to investigate the effect of the mapping functions. In addition, we also varied the value ofb in the

mapping function in order to observe the behavior of the agent under both linear and progress-based penalty policies. Also in

our experiment, we tried two other approaches. One is called“no mapping function”, where no mapping function was used for

the organization task, instead, the agent assumes a fixed monetary reward of 1000 for each organization task. Another approach

is called “forced function”, which means that before the agent accomplishes all its commitments to organization, it is forced to

select the organization task whenever there is a conflict.

The agent has a fixed capacity of 20 tasks under our experimentsettings. Figure 7 shows the number of completed organization

tasks using different mapping functions, the frequency of outside tasks is 1/40, 1/20, and 1/80 in case (a), (b) and (c) respectively.
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Figure 7: Effect of mapping functions on agent’s promise to virtual organization

Figure 8: Agent’s local utility under a linear penalty policy

In case (a), with a reward range of 500-1000 at a frequency of 1/40, an outside task is not as favorable as an organization task;

therefore the agent was able to fulfill most of its promise. Onthe other hand, when the outside task has a reward between 1000-

1500, it becomes more competitive; consequently, fewer organization tasks were being fulfilled. The most interesting case is

when the outside task has a reward of 750-1250. Under this situation, the mapping function with b = 0.9 does not guaranteedthe

fulfillment of its promise. With b = 0.9, the agent has the tendency of favoring the first few organization tasks but then loses its

momentum afterward. By contrast, when b= 0.5, it is most likely that the agent would fulfill its promises as it keeps its favor for

organization tasks for longer time. Additionally, a biggera value also reflects more emphasis on organization tasks and hence

results in more commitments fulfilled. In case (b), when there are more outside tasks (the frequency is 1/20), the result is similar

as in case (a); the agent performs almost the same number of tasks for the organization when using mapping functions as in case

(a), this shows that the mapping function has a positive influence on the agent to keep its promise to the organization despite the

increase number of outside tasks. In case (c), when there areless outside tasks (frequency is 1/80), more tasks are performed for

the organization because the agent has more time available.

As described in section 3.3, we may modify theb value in the mapping function in response to the organization’s penalty policy.

Given a linear penalty policy, we feel that ab value close to or smaller than 0.5 would be appropriated, whereas a progress-based

penalty policy may require ab value close to 0.9 to ensure that the agent would at least perform the first few organization tasks.

By this convention, we would be able to control the agent’s behavior in response to different penalty policies. Figure 8 shows the

agent’s local utility using different mapping functions, when the organization adopts a linear penalty policy (a penalty of 1000
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Figure 9: Agent’s local utility under a progress-based penalty policy

units for each unfulfilled commitment). It is found that the mapping function withb = 0.5 brings the agent more local utility

since it reflects the organization’s penalty policy appropriately. Figure 9 shows the agent’s local utility using different mapping

functions, when the organization adopts a progress-based penalty policy (a penalty of 800 units for each unfulfilled commitment if

total number of commitments is less than 10, otherwise, 200 units penalty for each unfulfilled commitment). Under this situation,

it is found that the mapping function withb = 0.9 only outperforms the other one when the outside task generates higher reward

(1000-1500). In the other two cases, the performances usingthese functions are close. This illustrates that we need a finer turn of

the parameter value to reflect the progress-based penalty policy more accurately.

The use of mapping function also has a direct effect on the overall performance of the virtual organization. Since the organiza-

tion utility is attributed to how cooperative the agents are, the more weights the agent put on the organization task (reflected ina

andb value in the mapping function), the more organization taskswill be completed. As illustrated in Figure 10, a greatera value

and a smallerb value in the mapping function have positive effect on the organization utility.

5.3 Mapping Function For Agents With Multiple Organization Memberships

Our third set of experiment was to study the effect ofMQ mapping function when the agents are involved in multiple virtual

organizations. We used the same settings as the previous experiment, with the parameter(40, (20, 25] , (0, 5] , (750, 1000)) for

the outside task, and assuming the tasks from the two virtualorganizations have the same frequency, duration, and slacktime as

the outside task. And once again, we focused on one particular agent who has multiple organization memberships, while others

were engaged in only one virtual organization and completely dedicated to the organization tasks. Table 3 shows the agent’s

commitments to different types of tasks when using different mapping functions.

As indicated by the experiment result, the mapping functionwith a higher expected utility (a value) or a smallerb value would

ensure the agent’s fulfillment of its promise to Organization A. While the tasks from Organization A may appear to be more

attractive than that of Organization B (when the mapping function has greater expected utility or a smaller b value), however, this

does not mean the utility gain from Organization A always exceeds that of Organization B. In fact, once the agent has accumulated

a certain amount ofMQs from Organization A, tasks from both organization may take turns to be selected.

From Table 3, it appears as the changes in the mapping function of Organization A have no effect on the number of tasks

completed for Organization B. This is because both organization tasks are also competing with the outside task. Given a capacity
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Figure 10: Organization’s utility using different decision-making policies

Table 3: Effect of Mapping Function in Multiple Virtual Organization

Organization A tasks Organization B tasks Outside Tasks

A&B: a=30000, b=0.9, c=20 14 14 47

A: a=30000, b=0.5, c=20 26 13 36

B: a=30000, b=0.9, c=20

A: a=60000, b=0.9, c=20 20 14 41

B: a=30000, b=0.9, c=20

A: a=60000, b=0.5, c=20 45 13 17

B: a=30000, b=0.9, c=20
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of 75 tasks, there is room for the agent to achieve at least 13 tasks for Organization B. If no outside task is considered, a change

in the mapping function of one task type certainly would havean effect on the completion of another type of task. When the

MQs from the two virtual organizations have the similar mappingfunctions, there would be an equal chance for these tasks to be

accepted. In this case, it may imply that an agent could not fulfill its promises to any of the virtual organizations if its capacity is

limited.

One of the recurring issues we have encountered is that few organization tasks get completed when the agents are engaged in

both outside task and organization task, it is even more apparent when the agents belong to multiple virtual organizations. This

is the reason why the experiments are focused on one particular agent while others are assumed to have 100% availability to the

organizations. When all agents are free to join any number of virtual organization, the control power of theMQ mapping function

is greatly reduced because the other agents’ commitments are difficult to predict. The more immediate questions are, should the

initiator agent allow agents to have multiple memberships;do multiple memberships give an agent a greater utility gainwhen the

commitments from other agents are very uncertain?

Whether an organization task can be completed is based on how dedicate the agents are. The initiator agent accepts a building

task only when there is at least one agent willing to commit toeach partial process/subtask, which turns out to have a probability

of
∏n

i=1 Pcommiti. If a virtual organization has 5 partial processes with one member agent assigned to each partial process, and

suppose each agent has a probability of 0.7 to commit to the partial process, then there is only a small chance of 0.16 that atask

arrive at the initiator will actually be accepted and performed by the virtual organization.

It is clear that in considering the formation of a virtual organization, one must assess how dedicate a member is to the operation

of the virtual origination. The ideal virtual organizationis the one that every member enterprise has 100% availability to the

organization; in this case, the probability of commitment would be 1 (assuming no conflict with a prior organization task). Aside

from selecting members with the higher availability, an initiator should also try to limit the number of partial processes as much as

possible. An alternative solution to these limitations is to have multiple agents that are capable of one partial process in a virtual

organization. However, the fact that more agents involves in an organization increases the communication/operation overhead, as

well as decreases the overall profit to the initiator agent. Therefore, the initiator needs to have a balanced number of participating

enterprises and partial processes in order to achieve acceptable probability of commitments from agents.

5.4 Summary of Experimental Results

From this experiment, we can make the following conclusions:

1. For an isolated instance of task selection, or in situations where there are less concern with the previously committed task, the

motivational quantities framework provides an powerful tool that enables an organizationally situated agent to make intelligent

decision. By considering the most important factors, an agent can reason about every aspect of its actions, thus achieveits

organizational goals in a rational manner. This mechanism,however, is weaker when previously committed tasks are interfering

with the current decision-making.

2. The mapping function has an effect on the agent’s promise to the virtual organization, its local utility and the performance of

the virtual organization. An agent could change its attitude toward the virtual organization by changing the parameters in the

mapping function. For instance, an agent may react to the organization’s penalty policy by adjusting the parameter values in

the mapping function, thus change its attitude as to how to fulfill its commitment to the virtual organization. It is possible to

formulate a mechanism to calculate the value of the parameters in the mapping function in order to reflect the organization’s

penalty policy accurately.
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3. An important issue faced by the initiator agent is how to achieve a balance between the number of participating enterprises and

the number of partial processes in order to achieve acceptable probability of commitments from agents.

6 Related Work

The research on organization and intelligent agents has been conducted by many other researchers too. Bond [2] has proposed a

computational model for organizations of cooperative agents, which captures properties of relationship and organization in sets

of distributed intelligent agents. It introduced a conceptof commitment, which represents mutually agreed constraints on action,

belief and world state. [3] proposed a conceptual frameworkfor agent societies, consisting of three interrelated models, that

distinguishes between organizational and operational aspects of the domain. Contract rules specify commitments between agents

and society concerning role enactment, and commitments between agents concerning interaction. We use a similar commitment

concept in our work but we are more focused on how to motivate the agents to keep their promises.

Dynamic organization of multi-agent systems has been studied. [11] discussed self-adaptation of organizations in multi-agent

systems according to the dynamic of interactions between agents. Starting from a default organization, the architecture of ac-

quaintances evolves autonomously depending on messages flow in order to improve the global behavior of the system. It proposes

three principles that can be applied to adapt the organization: ”have a good address book”, ”share knowledge”, ”recruitnew able

collaborators”. [14] studied self-organization of agent systems through bottom-up coalition formation, [7] described how to use

self-diagnosis to adapt organizational structures. Virtual organization can be viewed as a dynamic organization structure, however

it adopts a totally different approach.

[1] presented experimental results that show no one decision-making framework performs best across various situations that

may be faced at run-time. Agents who implement the capability of Adaptive Decision- Making Frameworks (ADMF) are able to

dynamically modify their decision- making frameworks at run-time to best meet the needs of their current situation. This is also

supported by our experience in this work - agent needs to dynamically adjust their local decision-making procedure in order to

best fit with the organization’s context and the environment.

Multi-Agent systems have been used to simulate different types of organizations. [6] used a multi-agent system to modela set

of firms in competition with each other within a shared market. [5] presented an approach towards process-oriented collaborative

inventory management in supply chains, taking advantage ofmulti-agent technology in terms of modeling and simulation. [10]

has studied market-based approaches for task-assignment multi-agent systems, it empirically evaluated these organizational forms

according to the amount of communication required and the rate of failed task-assignments, and compared them to a system

without organizational forms. Our work has a different emphasis from the above work, it is focused on the decision-making

process and the influence of each individual’s decision on the organization.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

With the changing landscape of business world, cooperationbetween the enterprises is the only way to stay on the edge of

competition. Cooperation enables enterprises to share skills, costs, access to one another’s markets and resources and, at the same

time, decrease the risk of investments. Supported with the rapid development of information technologies, virtual organization

has the potentials to be the future way of enterprise cooperation and electronic business.

This paper investigated the challenges and obstacles that we are still facing. We proposed a negotiation protocol for automatic

formation of a virtual organization. We have studied the decision making of individual agent in a multi-dimensional negotiation

process. The partner selection process is another issue that we have focused on, we presented a RBFS algorithm to find the
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optimal membership for the virtual organization. This solution we applied to Virtual Building Company may not be adequate for

a large number of agents and bids, some sort of heuristics or filters are needed for the screening of bids in order to reduce the

complexity. We have incorporated the motivational quantities framework for the task selection process so that agents can make

rational decision during their operation. We presented a utility mapping function that can model the agent’s preference, promise

and penalty policy of the organization. We adapted a statistical model that allows us to predict and analyze the agent’s behavior

and the influence on the organization utility. We have also attempted to study of the agent’s local control - how the utility mapping

function of theMQ affects the local time/resource allocation and the agent’soverall utility achievement.

Though we have gained a big picture view of virtual organization through this study, we also find there are areas where further

studies are needed. For example, we have not explored how theagent make decision in the initial bidding process, how the agent

should decide whether to bid and how to bid. Analytical work also needs to be done in the statistical model to study how to adjust

the parameter in the mapping function in order to optimize some organizational objectives. These, of course, would leadus to our

future work.
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